
Industry expertise and experience

Our strength lies in our ability to work with our clients to identify and understand their 

differing needs, research organisational values and structures to ensure an ideal fit 

when placing candidates. We possess an intimate knowledge of our various 

marketplaces to develop our networking and strong candidate search practices to 

consistently attract candidates of the highest calibre. 

Offices in key locations across Asia, Australia and Europe.
Our consultants in each of our locations have an in-depth knowledge of local recruitment practices as well as a detailed

insight into the talent supply available to key industries and functional areas both locally and globally.
Please visit www.consultgroup.net for detailed contact information.

Our clients range from Fortune 500 companies to development stage entities. Our 
Consultants are familiar with the local, regional and global candidate pools available to 
the sector and the specific terminology used within the industry, thus enabling them to 
rapidly source candidates and to effectively assess the skill sets of suitable individuals. 
Placements include: 

Chief Financial Officers

VP Finance

Financial Controllers/Managers

Accounting Directors/Managers

Credit Managers / Financial Analysts

Financial Planners & Advisors

Treasurers/Treasury Managers

Auditors / Audit Managers

Taxation Directors /Managers/Specialists

CPA / Accountants

Investment consultants

AP/AR Professionals

Whether you are looking to recruit an individual, a team, a new project or branch opening, we 

have a tailored solution for you; from delivering on an individual search assignment through 

to Recruitment Process Outsourcing and Market Intelligence.

Highest quality service and solutions

Our processes incorporate a fine mix of commerciality, creativity and due diligence. 

Customer service is fundamental to all aspects of our operations so we work hard to 

take the pain out of the process for our clients. Our Consultants have strong 

commercial acumen coupled with significant recruitment expertise to ensure skill 

suitability in analysing and understanding your needs and evaluating candidates. We 

have a reputation for being able to deliver on difficult of assignments and frequently 

succeed where others have failed.

As your recruitment services partner we pride ourselves on developing relationships and 
delivering results. Our clients benefit by having access to our experienced recruitment 
resources across the Asia Pacific region. Consult Group works with its clients to attract and 
retain highly skilled and experienced Accounting and Finance professionals in a variety of 
functional areas including:

Recent placements include:

Audit Finance

Accounts payable/receivable

Audit, risk and operational review

Corporate advisory and finance

Financial management and control

Financial planning and analysis

Management and financial accounting 

Accounting / Bookkeeping / PayAccounting / Bookkeeping / Payroll

Specialist advisory services

Taxation

Treasury

Audit and assurance

Corporate finance

Corporate recovery and insolvency

Financial / business modeling 

Financial / operational due diligence

Forensic accounting / Auditing 

InteInternal & External Auditing 

M&A advisory

Private equity 

Transaction services 

Human Capital Solutions


